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English Hungarian bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids studying English or Hungarian as their second language. Little Jimmy doesn't like to brush his teeth. Even when his mother gives him a brand new orange
toothbrush, his favorite color, he doesn't use it like he is supposed to. But when strange and magical things start happening to Little Jimmy, he begins to realize how important brushing his teeth can be. I love to brush my
teeth is a delightful story full of beautiful illustrations sure to get your little ones attention. If your child is having difficulty learning to brush their teeth then this is the book for you to share together.
The memoir of a South Asian immigrant to Canada, whose formative years in India were steeped in a reigning patriarchal culture of honour and shame, in which the burden of the family's good standing rests on the sexual
purity of girls and women. The book traces the author's lonely, poignant, often risk-charged struggle to free herself from the oppressive code. As well, the book chronicles her courageous battle to help other South Asian
girls and women in Canada step out of their kinsmen's ancient cultural cycle and claim their gender rights as fully equal Canadian citizens.
This book collects excerpts from many of His Holiness Sri Sri Ravishankar s talks. The journey for this collection began in New Delhi and ended in Rishikesh, India, and included many passages around the world.In this
book, Sri Sri discusses topics rangi
A collection of the major works of the celebrated poet, artist, and mystic features an array of stories, parables, prose poems, and essays that include "The Prophet," "The Wanderer," "Jesus the Son of Man," "Spirits
Rebellious," and "The Gardens of the Prophet".
The Skeleton and Other Stories
Zero to One
A Punjabi Daughter's Memoir of Honour, Shame and Love
The Gallant Defender
Amrita-Imroz, a Love Story
Punjabi Gurmukhi Picture Book: Your First Book for Punjabi Learning - Hand Painted with English Translation (Ages 3+)
What is the one quality that all successful people have in common? They have mastered the art of dealing with people! Let this book show you how to: Achieve your goals Handle the human ego Become a
master conversationalist Make others feel good about themselves And much more! Skill with people is the one essential ingredient for success and happiness at home and in business. "The Art of Dealing
With People" gives you the skills to take your people skills to a level that you never thought possible! Skill in human relations is similar to skill in any other field, in that success depends on understanding and
mastering certain basic general principles. You must not only know what to do, but why you're doing it. As far as basic principles are concerned, people are all the same. Yet each individual person you meet
is different. If you attempted to learn some gimmick to deal successfully with each separate individual you met, you would be face with a hopeless task. Influencing people is an art, not a gimmick. When you
apply gimmicks in a superficial, mechanical manner, you go through the same motions as the person who "has a way," but it doesn't work for you. The purpose of this book is to give you knowledge based
upon an understanding of human nature: why people act the way they do. The methods presented in this book have been tested on thousands of people who have attended my human relations seminars.
They are not just my pet ideas of how you should deal with people, but ideas that have stood the test of how you must deal with people. That is, if you want to get along with them and get what you want at the
same time. Yes, we all want success and happiness. And the day is long past, if it ever existed, when you could achieve these goals by forcing people to give you what you want. And begging is no better, for
no one has respect for, or any desire to help, the person who constantly kowtows and literally goes around with his hand out, begging other people to like him. The one successful way to get the things you
want from life is to acquire skill in dealing with people. Download now and you will learn how.
Mano Majra is a place, Khushwant Singh tells us at the beginning of this classic novel, where Sikhs and Muslims have lived together in peace for hundreds of years. Then one day, at the end of the summer,
the 'ghost train' arrives, a silent, incredible funeral train loaded with the bodies of thousands of refuges, bringing the village its first taste of the horrors of the civil war. Train to Pakistan is the story of this
isolated village that is plunged into the abyss of religious hate. It is also the story of a Sikh boy and a Muslim girl whose love endures and transcends the ravages of war.
This is a beautiful hand painted picture book to encourage reading, understanding and talking Punjabi Gurmukhi by associating Punjabi Letters to colorful and informative pictures, words are even translated
in English for easy learning and recognization. Punjabi is the language of the Gurus and now it is spoken, studied and recognized worldwide. This book will help young kids as well as interested adults learn
Punjabi letters with help of hand painted beautiful pictures. Appropriate for all ages from small children, to teens, to college going and adult students. The book provides each Punjabi letter with pair of words
and their lovely representation. Some highlights of the book are: * Covers all Punjabi Letters * Objects name starts from each letter. * Words translated in English too for easy learning. * Hand painted pictures.
This book is perfect choice for learning and understanding Punjabi language.
This book explores the links between militancy and migration, two movements that transformed the socio-political landscape of late 20th-century Punjab. Re-analysing existing writings and drawing on
fieldwork and local history archives, it presents a different framework to analyse the politics and social history of Punjab.
Ecology Redesigning Genes
My First Punjabi Alphabets Picture Book with English Translations
Train to Pakistan
Unworthy Creature
The Collected Works

An important document in the social history of India, this volume presents the autobiography of a Punjabi family over the three tumultuous generations that spanned years from the Mutiny to
Independence. The book provides an absorbing view, from within, of what British rule meant for the educated elite of the province. In its descriptions of the changing customs and values of the
educated Indian in the early twentieth century, the book affords a memorable account of a critical period in modern Indian history.
Curries were popular in the Punjab at first. Now there is a take away /curry house in nearly every town or city. It has become one of the most popular dish served {chicken curry} {chicken
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vindaloo} WHATEVER! But the difference you will find in this cook book, to others, is that I use only pure fresh ingredients, everything is authentic. The dishes in this book, are the ones every
Punjabi household cooks on a regular basis. The dishes are simple and easy to prepare, look good and of course taste delicious. I am sure you will be licking your fingers after each meal.
It Explores Some Of The Issues Associated With Genetic Technology And Provides An Eye-Opening Technology And Provides An Eye-Opening Interpretation Of How Genetic Technology
Challenges The Relationship Between God, Humans And The Rest Of Nature. It Is For The First Time That Environmental Ethics And Sikhism Are Being Addressed In This Context.
Reese Witherspoonʼs Book Club Pick A lively, sexy, and thought-provoking East-meets-West story about community, friendship, and womenʼs lives at all ages̶a spicy and alluring mix of
Together Tea and Calendar Girls. Every woman has a secret life . . . Nikki lives in cosmopolitan West London, where she tends bar at the local pub. The daughter of Indian immigrants, sheʼs
spent most of her twenty-odd years distancing herself from the traditional Sikh community of her childhood, preferring a more independent (that is, Western) life. When her fatherʼs death
leaves the family financially strapped, Nikki, a law school dropout, impulsively takes a job teaching a "creative writing" course at the community center in the beating heart of Londonʼs closeknit Punjabi community. Because of a miscommunication, the proper Sikh widows who show up are expecting to learn basic English literacy, not the art of short-story writing. When one of the
widows finds a book of sexy stories in English and shares it with the class, Nikki realizes that beneath their white dupattas, her students have a wealth of fantasies and memories. Eager to
liberate these modest women, she teaches them how to express their untold stories, unleashing creativity of the most unexpected̶and exciting̶kind. As more women are drawn to the class,
Nikki warns her students to keep their work secret from the Brotherhood, a group of highly conservative young men who have appointed themselves the communityʼs "moral police." But when
the widowsʼ gossip offers shocking insights into the death of a young wife̶a modern woman like Nikki̶and some of the class erotica is shared among friends, it sparks a scandal that
threatens them all.
The Art of Dealing With People
Gurmukhi Script
Ethical and Sikh Perspective
Erotic Stories for Punjabi Widows
Gyan Ganga - English
Beyond The Lines: An Autobiography

There are times in life when we must endure suffering due to no fault on our part – or so it seems. In painful circumstances, we naturally question, “Why me? Am I wrong? It’s not
my fault!” Such situations may feel like the very definition of suffering. In the book “Fault is of the Sufferer”, Gnani Purush (embodiment of Self knowledge) Dada Bhagwan
provides spiritual solutions to common and everyday forms of suffering such as dealing with difficult people, facing unhealthy relationships, challenges in family relationships, and
marriage problems. Among the myriad of spiritual books available, Dadashri offers a unique resource - addressing the age-old question: “So, am I wrong, or am I faultless?” He
provides profound insight into the law of karma – explaining who is “The Doer”, who is at fault, and what is the cause in every instance of suffering. Whether seeking relationship
tips, marriage advice, or simply to learn how to stay healthy, this book will prove an invaluable resource.
Our society’s literate population who are into research and teaching are dependent on libraries for accessing information and information sources. Thus the significance and need
of library and information services are widely realized and recognized. Library users always appreciate if the relevant and accurate information is quickly and timely made
available to them. Students, research scholars and faculty members are mostly dependent upon the library for information resources and services to fulfill their information needs
and to keep themselves up to date. Libraries are acquiring relevant material to meet the requirements of the changing demands of the users. The procurement of information
resources by the library and its proper organization helps in information dissemination expeditiously and ensures its optimum use by the users. Users' interests are of prime
importance in the library sector. It has a direct bearing on information-seeking behaviour which differs from individual to individual and from discipline to discipline. This book will
be of great interest to research scholars, faculty members, students of Punjabi Literature. It will help the librarians to organize their collection accordingly. This book is based on
the study conducted by the research in perspective of six universities i.e. University of Delhi (Delhi), University of Jammu (Jammu), Kurukshetra University (Kurukshetra), Panjab
University (Chandigarh), Punjabi University (Patiala), Guru Nanak Dev University (Amritsar).
Operation Blue Star Is One Of The Most Controversial, Hotly-Debated Military Operations In The World And A Turning Point In Contemporary Indian History. This Is An Account
By The Army Officer Who Led It -- Touchingly Honest, Often Anguished, Minutely Detailed. It Hides Nothing -- Not The Unexpected Reverses Suffered By The Army, Nor Its
Miscalculations, Nor The Grit And Determination Of The Militants It Was Assigned To Flush Out.
Dr Jekyll is a well-respected, curious scientist who tries to separate his good characteristics from his evil impulses. Dr Jekyll uses science to explore his alter ego Mr Hyde and
attempts to control Mr Hyde's evil urges, even as they grow in intensity.
Key To Hir Warish Shah (in Punjabi)
100 Must Read Books by Punjabi Authors
Bilingual Early Learning & Easy Teaching Punjabi Books for Kids
Maharaja
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A Novel
Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary KLETT VERSION
Have you ever felt awkward because you can't catch the signals that your partner is trying to send you?Would you like to read people by their unspoken behavior?Do you
wish you could figure out if someone is lying to you?Do you want to get anybody to do anything you want?Are you a manipulator or are you being manipulated? Let's be
honest... even just for once you have dreamed of having all of your relations in the palm of your hand, realizing your partner's desire before he asks anything, or smelling
the cheating in the air. But if you lack of control makes you feel helpless and powerless, then it's time to wake up and learn how to turn things around. It's time to stop being
slave of other's business and make the world play your game by your rules. The only way is to find out the secrets underlying the human mind and learn the strategies to
sneak into its paths, in order to smoothly handle it, manage it, persuade it, control it. With these skills you will be able not only to influence other people's choice, but also to
prevent yourself from being tricked by this same techniques, so as to become ruler of your decisions, relations and lifetime. That's what you will take in thanks to HOW TO
ANALYZE PEOPLE. This is the target of the book: we want to show you the behaviors, the mistakes, and the attitudes that lead you to be a spare wheel on the workplace, a
spectator in the relationships and an inept in family life. You will learn: How to shake off these obstacles and establish the mindset to be in charge of every sphere of your
life. 7 strategies to distinguish certain moves, looks or gesture of the speaker that represent the answer you were looking for in his words. 13 rules to adapt your consuct to
the shapes of different personalities and consequently how to influence them. How to clearly realize if you are being manipulated. Thanks to the simple rules illustrated in
this book you will have the capability to get the trust of people you relate to in your life. This guide will teach you the tools to get information from people to bring them by
your side. This capacities will help you to obtain whatever you want in your life. Do you think you will never be able to apply all of the tips I am suggesting you? Don't worry!
This is a step by step guide that will provide you practical examples and science-based actions; a real recipe for your permanent change. So why are you still delaying?
Hurry up and click the BUY NOW button!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This book delivers completely new and refreshing ideas on how to create value in the world.”—Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Meta “Peter
Thiel has built multiple breakthrough companies, and Zero to One shows how.”—Elon Musk, CEO of SpaceX and Tesla The great secret of our time is that there are still
uncharted frontiers to explore and new inventions to create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel shows how we can find singular ways to create
those new things. Thiel begins with the contrarian premise that we live in an age of technological stagnation, even if we’re too distracted by shiny mobile devices to notice.
Information technology has improved rapidly, but there is no reason why progress should be limited to computers or Silicon Valley. Progress can be achieved in any industry
or area of business. It comes from the most important skill that every leader must master: learning to think for yourself. Doing what someone else already knows how to do
takes the world from 1 to n, adding more of something familiar. But when you do something new, you go from 0 to 1. The next Bill Gates will not build an operating system.
The next Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search engine. Tomorrow’s champions will not win by competing ruthlessly in today’s marketplace. They will escape
competition altogether, because their businesses will be unique. Zero to One presents at once an optimistic view of the future of progress in America and a new way of
thinking about innovation: it starts by learning to ask the questions that lead you to find value in unexpected places.
6 June 1984: The Indian Army storms the Golden Temple in Amritsar. Called Operation Bluestar, the historic and unprecedented event ended the growing spectre of
terrorism perpetrated by the extremist Sikh leader Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale and his followers once and for all. But it left in its wake unsolved political questions that
continued to threaten Punjab's stability for years to come. How, in a brief span of three years, did India's dynamic frontier state become a national problem? Who was to
blame: the central government for allowing the crisis to drift despite warnings, or the long-drawn-out Akali agitation, or the notorious gang of militants who transformed a
holy shrine into a sanctuary for terrorists? First published two months after Operation Bluestar, The Punjab Story pieces together the complex Punjab jigsaw through the
eyes of some of India's most eminent public figures and journalists. Writing with the passion and conviction of those who were involved with the drama, they present a wideranging perspective on the past, present and future of the Punjab tangle; and the truth of many of their'conclusions having been borne out by time.
When I Wrapped Myself With Your Being Our Bodies Turned Inwards In Contemplation Our Limbs Intertwined Like Blossoms In A Garland Like An Offering At The Altar Of The
Spirit Our Names, Slipping Out Of Our Lips, Became A Sacred Hymn . . . (From Adi Dharam By Amrita Pritam) Acclaimed As The Doyenne Of Punjabi Literature, Amrita Pritam
Received Many Awards, Including India S Highest Literary Award, The Jnanpith, In 1981. Born In Gujranwala, Now In Pakistan, In 1919, She Came To India After The Partition
Of The Subcontinent In 1947. Her Best-Known Work Is A Classic Poem, Addressed To The Great Eighteenth-Century Sufi Poet Waris Shah, In Which She Laments The Carnage
Of Partition And Calls On Him To Give Voice From His Grave. Amrita Met Imroz, A Well-Known Artist, In The 1960S And They Became Lifelong Companions. They Stayed
Together For More Than Forty Years, Till Her Death, After A Long Illness, In October 2005. Amrita Imroz: A Love Story Offers Living Glimpses Of The Sacred Hymn Of Amrita
Pritam And Imroz S Life Together. Uma Trilok Had The Rare Opportunity To Witness Their Remarkable Love Story And The Passionate Bond That They Shared For So Many
Years. In This Moving Tribute She Communicates Her Sense Of Deep Wonder At Their Unique And Unconventional Relationship, As Also Her Profound Admiration For The
Creative Energy Of These Two Extraordinary Individuals.
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Pinjar
The Fault is of the Sufferer
The Jail Notebook and Other Writings
Punjabi Alphabet Book
Punjabi Century, 1857-1947
Information Seeking Behaviour of Users in Punjabi Literature
This book is not intended to provide a list of the 100 ‘best’ books ever written and published by Punjabi authors. Given the sheer range of
books written by Punjabi authors and the unpredictability of individual taste, any such definitive list is quite impossible. Secondly, the
choice has been restricted to books that were written by them either in Punjabi, Hindi or Urdu but have been translated into English. Thus,
personal choice restricted by availability has dictated this selection. The choice of books includes autobiographies, novels, short stories,
poems, and plays. Research books, religious books, and books written originally in English have not been included. From the Introduction I am
amazed at the scholarship, the passion and the love with which Paramjeet Singh has written this book. It will be a reference volume for all
times. Nirupama Dutt Poet, Journalist & Translator Mr. Singh’s effort is commendable as he is making available some of the rarest of gems of
Punjabi literature to the non-Punjabi readers. I congratulate Mr. Singh on putting together this selection and hope that non-Punjabi readers
of this book would find new horizons of cultural experience opening up before them. Of course, for Punjabi readers, it may be yet another
opportunity to experience a sense of genuine pride in their rich legacy of language, literature and culture. . Prof. Rana Nayar
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Punjabi ? Learning Punjabi can be fun with this picture book. In this book you will find
the following features: Punjabi Alphabets. Punjabi Words. English Translations.
Are you having problems with the boss? Wishing you could be a better spouse? Not communicating well with your employees? Having trouble
building business relationships? Or would you just like to improve your people skills and your ability to make strong, lasting impressions on
the men and women you meet every day? The solution is "Skill With People!" Les Giblin's timeless classic has what you need to get on the fast
track to success at home, at work, and in business. Life lessons from the Master of basic people skills. Described as "the most wisdom in the
least words", Skill With People has sold over 2 Million copies and has been translated into 20 languages. Credited with transforming the
lives of its many readers, Skill with People is a must-have for everyone's personal library.Communicate with impact. Influence with
certainty. Listen with sensitivity. "Skill With People" shows you how!
Learn Punjabi Gurmukhi Alphabets- A language which is spoken worldwide. This book will help young kids/adults learn to write punjabi vowels
and consonants. Appropriate for all ages from small children, to teens, to college going and adult students. This book provides a step-bystep guided direction for writing each punjabi letter and an extra page for each letter to practice writing them. Some highlights of the book
are: * Covers 41 vowels & consonants of gurmukhi script. * Object name starts from each alphabet. * Teaches step-by-step to write each
alphabet. * Plenty of extra pages to trace and practice each alphabet. This book is perfect choice for learning and writing Punjabi
alphabets.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
How To Analyze People
Legacies of the Homeland
Prithvi Lakshya - Mrutyu Che Mahasatya
The Politics and Social History of Punjab
Skill With People
A veteran journalist and former member of Parliament, Kuldip Nayar is India’s most well known and widely syndicated journalist. He was born in
Sialkot in 1923 and educated at Lahore University before migrating to Delhi with his family at he time of Partition. He began his career in the Urdu
newspaper Anjam and after a spell in the USA worked as information officer of Lal Bahadur Shastri and Govind Ballabh Pant. He eventually became
Resident Editor of the Statesman and managing editor of the Indian news agency UNI. He corresponded for the Times for twenty-five years and later
served as Indian high commissioner to the UK during the V.P. Singh government. His stand for press freedom during the Emergency, when he was
detained; his commitment to better relations between India and Pakistan, and his role as a human rights activist have won him respect and affection
in both countries. Author of more than a dozen books, his weekly columns are read across South Asia.
First Published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
"This book is intended to introduce the Punjabi Gurmukhi script to... [English-speaking children]." - Back cover.
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Captivating, true stories full of intrigue, adventure, desire and romance from the royal households— stories of love and betrayal which have been
retold across generations. The descriptions of the harems of these Maharajas in India and Europe, their royal palaces, queens and courtesans, horses
and cavalries, Rolls Royce cars, lion-hunting, royal feasts and grand durbaars will keep you glued till the end. These are an insider’s account of a
priceless past of extravagance and lavish expenditure.
The Body Visible of the Invisible Supreme
English Hungarian Bilingual Book for Kids
Punjabi Alphabets Book
Operation Blue Star
Notes on Startups, or How to Build the Future
Parsa

The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the essential skills: reading, writing, listening
and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you
are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work
together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve
pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are working or reading on screen *
UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of interactive exercises
A discussion with a friend soon turned into a matter of self-assessment, leading to this discourse on why Bhagat Singh chose to be an atheist. Even in the face of
death at a very young age, with uncanny observations and sharp questions, he forces us to re-think our foundations to faith in god.
On political conditions in Punjab, India, with particular reference to the role of Santa Jaranaila Si?gha, 1947-1984, who died in Golden Temple (Amritsar) Assault.
Everyone wants to be rich, but do you know that there is a SCIENCE OF GETTING RICH. This book explains in simple steps how you can first ready yourself to earn
more, without hassles or worries. From the simplest question of who all can actually get rich, to the small steps taken – like developing a will power, showing
gratitude, getting into the right business – have been explained in detail, in everyday terms. Read on, and find out the secret behind changing your life and the way
your earn.
Celebrating Silence
Sri Harimandar Sahib
The Science of Getting Rich
I Love to Brush My Teeth Szeretek fogat mosni
13 Laws About the Manipulation of the Human Mind, 7 Strategies to Quickly Figure Out Body Language, Dive Into Dark Psychology and Persuasion for Making
People Do What You Want
Militant and Migrant
"The skeleton ... [is] set against the background of religious and clan feuds on the eve of Partition ... That man is a compelling account of a young man born
under strange circumstances and abandoned at the altar of God"--Page 4 of cover.
Bhagat Singh spent the last two years of his life in jail, awaiting execution. During this time, he and his comrades fought one of the most celebrated court
battles in the annals of national liberation struggles, and used the court as a vehicle for the propagation of their revolutionary message. They also
struggled against the inhuman conditions in the colonial jail, and faced torture and pain. Their heroism made them icons and figures of inspiration for
generations to come.All this is well-known. What is not so well-known is that Bhagat Singh wrote four books in jail. Although they were smuggled out, they
were destroyed and are lost forever. What survived was a Notebook that the young martyr kept in jail, full of notes and jottings from what he was
reading.In the year of his birth centenary, LeftWord is proud to present his Notebook in an elegant edition. This edition has been checked against the copy
preserved in the National Archives of India. The Notebook is richly annotated by Bhupender Hooja; and the annotations have been revised and updated for
this edition.Also included are the most important texts that Bhagat Singh wrote in jail, Chaman Lal?s lucid introduction, the New York Daily Worker's reports
and Periyar's editorial on the hanging.
The True Story
The Punjab Story
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Asli Punjabi Khanna {Real Punjabi Food}
Why I am an Atheist
A History of Punjabi Literature
Learn to Write Punjabi Letters with Easy Step by Step Guide
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